Alpine Yellow Jacket Bait Station Kit

This document is meant as a general guide to our customers and is not meant as a replacement for reading product labels. Always read the label of each product before use!

For additional information on treating yellow jackets, products, prevention tips, and videos, visit our website at www.DoMyOwn.com or give us a call at 866-581-7378.

Alpine Yellow Jacket Kit Contents:

Your Alpine Yellow Jacket Bait Station Kit is an easy and effective way to control the yellow jacket population around your home. One kit provides enough product to treat yellow jackets year after year without the need to repurchase. Read below for a step-by-step guide to using your kit.

Your kit includes:

- 4 reusable bait stations with hanging strips
- 1 pint of Onslaught Insecticide

STEP 1 Test Your Bait

Raw chicken pieces, raw fish, cat food, and tuna are typically used as bait because yellow jackets are most attracted to these foods. Before you hang your bait stations and use chemicals, we recommend testing different types of bait.

Place a few pieces of raw chicken and tuna on a plate that you leave outside, near where yellow jackets have been found. After a day or two, if you notice evidence that yellow jackets have eaten the bait, you know what to use as your bait.

If yellow jackets do not seem attracted to the bait, try something new, like cat food or even a sweet bait like jelly. Keep testing until you find a bait that works.

If honey bees are foraging in the area, do not use a sweet bait as they will also consume the bait.
**STEP 2** Bait Your Stations and Add Onslaught

Once you have chosen a bait, mix ¼ of a teaspoon of Onslaught Insecticide with 12 ounces of bait. Be sure the teaspoon you use to measure the insecticide is dedicated to chemicals and will not be used in cooking or other food consumption. Alternately, you can use a disposable spoon to measure and mix.

Place a few ounces of bait into each station. Repeat for each bait station and dispose of the mixing instrument.

---

**STEP 3** Hang Bait Stations and Monitor

Once you have successfully added the bait and Onslaught mixture to each bait station, it is time to hang the bait stations around the outside of your home. Hang each station 5-6 feet off the ground where they will be out of the reach of children and family pets, but where yellow jackets can still access them. We recommend hanging bait stations off tree branches, spreading stations out every 50 feet. Try to cover as much of your property as possible with the stations.

If you have a large property, additional bait stations can be purchased at DoMyOwn.com.

Check the bait stations every few days to see if the bait has been consumed or if the bait is rancid. Replace the bait and Onslaught mixture as needed until the yellow jacket population is under control.